
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

DMCC Unveils New Brand for JLT - A Neighbourhood 
Full of Soul 

 
 

• JLT’s central proposition is ‘an eclectic neighbourhood full of soul’ 
• Rebrand reflects JLT’s growth into a world-leading mixed-use community 
• JLT’s brand has been bolstered in recent years through local and global awards 

including Financial Times’ Excellence Award for Infrastructure Development in 2022 and 
the People’s Choice Family Friendly Location of the Year 2017 

 
5 December 2022 

 

DMCC – the world’s flagship free zone and Government of Dubai Authority on commodities trade and 
enterprise – has unveiled ‘a neighbourhood full of soul’ as the new brand for its vibrant Jumeirah Lakes 
Towers (JLT), reflecting the district’s growth into Dubai’s leading mixed-use community. 

The new brand is underpinned by the central proposition that JLT has become an eclectic 
neighbourhood full of soul. The community’s identity brings together authenticity, ambition, balance, 
and collaboration. It has become a place where anyone can belong, and everyone can thrive. 

The brand also draws inspiration from being located in one of the world’s fastest growing free zones. 
DMCC is best known for connecting markets, removing barriers to trade, and unlocking a vast array of 
opportunities for its member companies. Home to over 21,000 companies from every industry and 
sector, JLT has become a leading global business district that acts as a launchpad for significant 
economic activity, and the brand visuals reflect this unique position. 

Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Executive Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, DMCC, said: “Since its first 
tower was built in 2006, JLT has grown and matured into a truly diverse destination that serves all of its 
residents, helps businesses grow, and creates unique experiences for visitors. JLT looks to continue 
this growth in the years to come, enriching the lives of new and old generations alike. Unveiling this 
new brand is the latest step in JLT’s journey, allowing us to accurately reflect the world-class 
community that it has become.” 

Central to JLT’s appeal for residents and visitors is its diverse offering of leisure, hospitality, dining, and 
recreation facilities. From F&B pop-ups to five-star dining, and community markets to high-end retail, 
JLT offers something for everyone and is known as one of Dubai’s go-to foodie and cultural 
destinations. DMCC has also bolstered the range of sports and recreation facilities in recent years, with 
parks, football pitches, basketball courts, tennis courts, and fitness hubs installed across the 
community. This status as one of Dubai’s most popular community hubs has soared in recent years on 
the back of local and global recognition, including winning prominent awards like the Financial Times’ 
Excellence Award for Infrastructure Development in 2022 and the People’s Choice Family Friendly 
Location of the Year 2017. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

The new brand reflects JLT’s status as a destination where positive change is embraced and 
encouraged. Creating environmental and social impact is central to JLT’s identity, with an ESG strategy 
spanning areas that target maximum impact for residents, businesses, and visitors. This includes the 
deployment of cutting-edge energy and water saving technologies, reducing waste and single plastic 
usage, and ensuring inclusive facilities and spaces across the community. 

JLT is one of the region’s leading mixed-use developments, with over 100,000 people spread across 
the 2 million sqm community and its 87 residential and commercial towers. 

 
 

 

About DMCC 

Headquartered in Dubai, DMCC is the world’s most interconnected Free Zone, and the leading trade 

and enterprise hub for commodities. Whether developing vibrant neighbourhoods with world-class 

property like Jumeirah Lakes Towers and the much-anticipated Uptown Dubai, or delivering high 

performance business services, DMCC provides everything its dynamic community needs to live, 

work and thrive. Made for Trade, DMCC is proud to sustain and grow Dubai’s position as the place to 

be for global trade today and long into the future. 

www.dmcc.ae 

http://www.dmcc.ae/

